Unfair assumptions?
The media’s portrayal of the disabled was
the topic discussed in a panel Tuesday

Nocturnal dwellings
The pros and cons of San Jose’s night club
scene in our weekly pullout section
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See CenterStage inside
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Nothing like the first
Freshman pitcher Dave Sick won his first
game for SJSU in a doubleheader Tuesday
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Copyright suit may raise prices at Kinko’s
By Jim Johnson
Daily staff wnter

Hillary Schein Daily staff

photographer

Kinko’s on Third and San Carlos streets is a vendor of SJSU course
packet material. The parent corporation lost a copyright lawsuit.

Another attack on college students’ ever-thinning vollets came
via a new federal copyright ruling
affecting course photocopy packets.
U.S. District Judge Constance
Baker Motley of Manhattan ruled
that Kinko’s, which owns 200
stores nationwide catering to colleges and universities, has been
infringing on the copyrights of
publishers by photocopying and
selling excerpts of books to students.
Representatives of Kinko’s
Graphics Corp. said students and
professors will feel the brunt of the
March 28 ruling.
"This is a sad day for the educational community," Kinko’s vice
president and counsel Kurt Koenig

said. "Professors across the country depend upon Kinko’s to help
them provide up-to-date course
materials for their students. Professors and students who depend
upon this timely material will suffer as a result of this court decision."
Motley granted an injunction
that bars the copying chain from
selling the packets until it gets the
publishers’ permission and pays
royalties. She also imposed a
$510,000 fine on Kinko’s, adding
that the copying chain had
"usurped" the copyrights and
profits of the publishing industry.
Motley said that Kinko’s
derived a large portion of its
income from the sale of the packets, which arc designed to meet the
reading requirements of specific
college courses,

"This (ruling) is not going to
affect Kinko’s. We have an internal
procedure to deal with the new nil ing and will continue to provide
course packets," Kinko’s national
representative Adriana Foss said.
"But it may increase the cost of
the packets because the publishers
may expect more royalties. It may
also affect how quickly we can get
the packets to the students and
professors. The publishers vary in
the timeliness of their giving permission to use the material," she
said.
The ruling stemmed from an
April, 1989 lawsuit filed by eight
major textbook publishers against
Kinko’s. The ruling reinterpreted
the "Fair Use" clause of the 1976
Copyright Act which allows faculty members to make multiple
copies of copyrighted materials for

classroom use.
Joe Wynn, owner-manager of
the local Kinko’s store, had no
comment on the ruling.
Since Motley’s ruling is aimed
at commercial establishments,
there is some question as to how
the decision will affect school related institutions such as the A.S.
Print Shop.
A.S. Print Shop manager Paul
Lee said he was not aware of how
the new ruling will affect the shop.
Lee added that while the print shop
does copy textbook materials, the
instructors are responsible for
obtaining the publishers’ permission and taking care of royalty
fees.
"We (the A.S. Print Shop) don’t
get involved with the publishers,"
Lee said. "We want to keep it that
way."

Pending contract Gimme the ball
beneficial to CFA
Salaries may rank
in top-25 percent
By Claudia Bramkamp
Dad)’ staff writer
Members of the California Faculty Association throughout the state
are voting this week on whether to
ratify the tentative contract worked
out between the union and the California State University system.
If approved, the new contract
promises a number of new benefits
for faculty contingent upon the
availability of funding. Highlights
of the new contract include:
The formula for deciding faculty salaries will be changed so
that instead of salaries conforming
to state median. CSU faculty will
be paid what the top 25 percent of
teachers in the state arc paid.
New disability income and
accidental death insurance plans
will be paid for by the University.
Improved dental insurance.
Elimination of funding barrier
for sabbatical leaves.
A new affirmative action hiring
and retention program established
for under -represented women.
minority and disabled faculty.
Alternative retirement program
for newly hired faculty.
Workload reallocation beginning in 1992 to gradually reduce

the number of classes professors
are required to teach.
Academic counselors covered
by the new CFA contract once
their old contract with Academic
Professionals of California expires.
Barbara Renteria, CFA director
at SJSU, said that 47 percent of the
faculty on campus belong to the
union and 656 faculty members are
eligible to vote for ratification.
The voting takes place in front
of the staff and faculty cafeteria
near Spartan Pub and eligible
members have until 2 p.m. today to
cast their ballots.
Renteria said that the union is currently working to change state law
so that all faculty will be required to
pay union dues regardless 01
whether or not they belong to the
union and create a closed shop.
"All of the teachers get the benefits of our bargaining and our lobbying," she said. "Why should
only half of them pay for it’?"
Last year a similar law was passed
by the state legislature but was not
signed by former Gov. George
Deukmejian, so this year CFA is trying to float a new bill, called the
Agency Fee bill, past Gov. Pete Wilson.April 9, the CFA plans to lobby
legislators in Sacramento to pas.s the
Agency Fee bill and also to remind
state legislators of their commitment to education, Renteria said.
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Tony Garcia, II, and Malt Morris, IS, son of Dr. Morris of the
physics department, play water basketball in the Aquatic Center
pool Wednesday. According to lifeguard Steve Mealiffe tempera-

SJSU custodian dies after 17 years of service
Sam Serchia, a maintenance
mechanic at Allen Hall, died
March 22 of a heart attack. He was
68 years old.
His body was discovered by
Bob Javinsky, a resident of the
hall. Javinsky had just dropped off
a letter in the mail slot and then
gone into the restroom. There he
found Serchia. unconscious.
"I asked if he was okay, and he

didn’t respond," Javinsky said.
Javinsky ran out and called 911,
then told a worker in the hall office
to contact a resident adviser.
Serchia was taken to San Jose
Medical Center where he was pronounced dead from cardio-pulmonary arrest at 10:26 am. Cardio-pulmonary arrest is defined as
when the heart and the lungs have
stopped functioning.

Fred Najjar. Director of University Housing Services, could not
be reached for comment. The
Allen Hall residential advising
staff indicated that they could not
discuss the matter.
Serchia had worked for SJSU
for 17 years. He was originally a
maintenance mechanic for Spartan
Shops, Inc. and then transferred to
the Housing Services in 1978.

We always joked around with
him, and he would joke around
with me. I would sometimes call
him Sam the Man." remembered
Rudy Martinez, a maintenance
worker in the hall.
"He was always talking about
retirement. He loved his job. He
was 68. I would have retired a long
time ago," Martinez continued.
Carolyn Swaggart

Noxious fumes emanate from fouled chemical mixture
By Precy Correus
Daly staff writer
Floor cleaning products were
accidently mixed in a sink by two
janitors on Wednesday, Mar. 20
creating a noxious odor in the
Wahlquist Library Central Building.
The fumes were caused by the
combination of an alkali wax stripper and acidic drain cleaner.
The fumes travelled through the
main ventilation system into the
offices above causing some of the
staff members in the building to
complain of headache, nausea, and
a slight skin rash similar to hives.
In the SJSU Emergency Information and Survival Guide, the
procedure regarding any chemical.

It was just cleaning material and based on that,
we didn’t think it was necessary to evacuate.’
Zohreh Pierow,
SJSU hazardous materials specialist
incident it says to: "Immediately
evacuate the arca and call 9-1-1 for
assistance."
The building was not evacuated
because the situation was not had
enough to evacuate people,
according to Andy Ramos, director
of environmental health and occupational safety.
The level of concentration was
relatively low, Ramos said.
"Based on our professional
inclement we knew what was

involved," said Zohreh Pierow,
SJSU hazardous materials specialist.
"It was just cleaning material
and based on that, we didn’t think
it was necessary to evacuate."
Pierow was in the basement at
the time when the cleaning products were creating the "rotten egg"
smell hut it had no effect on her,
she said.
"I was standing right over it and
nothine hannened to me." Pierow

added.
She did not experience any
headache or nausea nor did the
janitors complain of any reactions.
Pierow said.
The two chemicals contained
and
ac id
hydrochloric
butoxyethanol ethanolamine,
according to a material safety data
sheet.
The unfavorable effects to be
expected from such a low concentration would be headache, nau.sea,
and irritation of the respiratory
system, the data sheet said.
In the financial aid office. on the
second floor where Johanna
Fouchcr worked, she said she had
a headache and talked with other
See SPILL, page 5

tures in the mid-70s brought live times as many people to the
Aquatic Center. As the weather warms up, the Aquatic Center
pool can expect to entertain many more students.

’The main reason is to voice my complaint
stating that the A.S. student government, in regard to
racism and harassment issues ... do nothing in
regards to them.’

Student dissatisfied
with A.S. response
By Robert W. Scot*
Daly staff writer

Juan Hero told the Associated
Students Board of Directors
Wednesday that he still is dissatisfied with the response that he has
received from the A.S. and the Student Grievance Committee.
He was stopped and detained for
about 20 minutes on June 14,
1990, by John Moffitt, then a university police department officer.
Moffitt was fired in October after
he was accused of excessive use of
force in another incident. Ham said
that he was questioned about his
clothing and harrasscd because the
officers thought that he was
dressed like a local gang member.
His ca.se was given an internal
UPD investigation, which Haro
said, found his charges to be
unsubstantiated. He then took his
complaint to affirmative action,
ombudsman and the president’s
office.

SJSU president Gail Fullerton
and the committees then wrote him
a letter of apology. Flaro said,
which stated that he was stopped
because of his clothing.
That didn’t satisfy Hero so he
went to the A.S.
The A.S. then told him to go to
the student grievance committee.
One problem, he said, is that it
closed his case without trying to
contact him other than to say that
his case was closed.
"They had his phone number,
they had his schedule," Gabriel
Miramontes, told the A.S. "Very
little has been done by the students
on that committee." he yelled at
attentive A.S. Board members
while Ham sat at his side.
They didn’t know how to react
to his dissatisfaction. "I was wondering what you want us to do?"
said Gina Sutherst. director of stuSee HARD, page 5
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Opinions

CAMPUS VOICE

EDITORIAL

One baggy -eyed morning I was standing
in line waiting for my turn to order a cup
of that cigar juice they call coffee in the
Spartan Bakery. I hoarsely ordered my
cup of liquid white owls. The happy,
young, swill pumper across the counter
asked, "paper or styrofoam?" Now I was
forced to look up and was nearly blinded
by the stark white styrofoam mountain
behind him.
During my two-second delay I
envisioned finishing my cup of steaming
sediment and throwing my cup in the
trash. It made me feel ashamed. Then I
envisioned all those cups getting thrown
into the same trash because everyone

of ex -hippies and spoiled kids
creating a nuisance in order to
further a cause they cared nothing
about and knew nothing about a
year ago.
Unfortunately, the homeless
have been dragged into the battle,
and are being brushed aside with
the detritus. No one can really
blame the homeless, who have
made the mall their home for
decades, for joining in an event
that involves them with the
community.
But they cannot, and should not
be allowed to make their homes
there on a permanent basis. Plain
matters of cleanliness and
sanitation preclude it.

As far as money threatening the very
existence of our national pastime, I
wouldn’t throw my bat and glove in a
time capsule just yet if I were you.
The parks after school arc filled with
youngsters in matching caps, twitching
with excitement over their coming little
league seasons. Softball complex owners
claim the game is as popular as ever, and
tickets to A’s and Giants games can still
be bought for five dollars.
Business problems at the major league
level come and go, like in any industry,
but baseball will keep weeding them out
in time for the boys, and girls of summer
to have their fun.

styrofoam away. Then we can just use
paper cups." Now in my mind I had a
chance to envision this styrofoam
avalanche tumbling in front of a bulldozer.
Then I dreamed of Spotted Owls
screeching through the woods, scared by
the thunder of those giant trees falling on
these poor little mice just when the
rodents thought life was good again
because all the owls were dying off. I
asked the girl with the wonderful eyes,
within earshot of that bartender of the
burnt bean.
"Do you think the guy with his little
clipboard who orders the supplies has any
doubt whatsoever that we all hate
styrofoam?" The cheery muffinmonger
turned away and waited on the next
customer.
I was now in the way of the next
sleepyhead so I found a scat. Now I
thought I had come upon the ultimate
solution. The guy next to me was drinking
from his own ceramic mug. He caught me
staring at his porcelain panacea and
realized what a good boy he was.
"Yep, you gotta pitch in and do your
part," he said. He then poured the last cold
gulp of his French Vanilla, macro-granola
cafe of the day into one of those
styrofoam devils that someone had left at
our table. He took two paper napkins and
wiped his cup dry so as not to soggy up
his backpack.
With a hearty, "Save the planet!" He
delivered a little micro-punch on my
shoulder and strode away into midterm
mania. I had the time for one last
daydream as I stared at my cup of
hogwash. As it got colder and colder I
envisioned a big protest outside the door
of that supply person who orders those
hellish cups from satan’s wherchouse.
"No paper! No plastic! No coffee," they
were demanding. Then it hit me. If the
coffee shop had no cups at all, then all the
coffee addicts would have to bring their
own mugs. No cup-no coffee!
Well, what the hell. We might as well
bring our own swizzle sticks and don’t
forget a solar-powered hairdryer to dry out
your cup so you don’t sog your sack. Of
course the school should provide a large
lactating mammal so we could do away
with those demonic little plastic creamer
cups. Just line up for a squirt!
Enough of this! I took my cold cup of jo
outside, bailed it over the pavement to
eventually evaporate. I crumpled up my
cup and put it in my pocket for personal
burial later.
The people who saw me do this were
shaking their heads and giving me looks
of disgust. One young lady gave me an
"I’m sure," in her best valley talk. I
flipped her the peace sign and hailed,
"Save our sow bugs." The drought crazed
pigeons fluttered down to drink up the
fresh pavement porridge, and I set my
course for scantronia. I guess it’s back to
No Doze.

Jack Trageser is a Spartan Daily staff
writer. His column appears on Thursday.

Frank Carina is an SJSU Bioloi!v
student.

refused to use them. I felt just as bad.
Then came the pain-in-the-butt factor. A
very beautiful young lady answered in my
behalf.
"Give him paper, please." She looked at
me and batted those inch long lashes.
"You want to save the environment don’t
you?"
"Of course I do," I groaned, "but what’s
the difference if all that stuff gets thrown
away anyway?" Now our jolly, crank-case
oil vender took on a more serious look.
"Well, you see, if the guy who orders
this stuff for the coffee shop sees that all
the paper cups are gone, he’ll order more
paper cups and we can throw all this

HELL HALL OF FAME

the fact they don’t
Blame
have jobs or homes on the
homeless themselves or an
insensitive government. But don’t
punish the residents that live in
the area with ceaseless wailings
for peace.
The First Amendment deserves
better than such petty abuse in the
interest of some people’s peculiar
idea of entertainment.

MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS
JACK TRAGESER

Baseball salary hikes
not too undeserving
Every Spring. for the past few years, the
issue of skyrocketing salaries among
Major League baseball players has
cropped up like pesky patches of
crabgrass in the outfield.
Popular opinion holds that players have
too much control of the game, they don’t
deserve the millions they make, and have
no loyalty to their teams.
Baseball "purists," many who arc old
enough to have seen four or five decades
of the game, claim money has corrupted
our national pastime and changed the
players’ focus from athletics to
accounting. They yearn for the good ol’
days, when throngs of fans filled the
ballparks or kept their ears glued to a
radio to follow the endeavors of Mays,
Mantle and the Duke. A time when free
agency, collusion, arbitration and strikes
were all as foreign to baseball as
aluminum bats and Astroturf.
But were those really the good or days?

FRANK CARINI

Feeling the guilt of ordering a cup of coffee

Peace protests a nuisance
cry will be "Homeless
The
abuse!" and "First
amendment violation!" but
it’s about time somebody forced
the residents of Santa Cruz to
warp back to the 1990s.
The Santa Cruz parks and
recreation commission has been
forced to close the Town Clock
monument at the end of the
Pacific Garden Mall from 1 a.m.
to 8 a.m. nightly, thereby bringing
an end to the disturbances and
loitering being conducted there in
the name of peace.
Almost three months since the
Gulf War began and almost a
month since it ended, homeless
activists and general peaceniks
have been loitering, camping,
sleeping and yelling slogans 24
hours a day in front of the
monument.
The scene was keeping the
neighbors awake all night, and
pestering the tourists and
residents by day. Someone go tell
those protesters the war’s over.
Protest is not a means to an end
in Santa Cruz anymore, it is an
end in itself. The result is a bunch
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Baseball stars, who since the 1940’s
have held celebrity status equal to
musicians and movie stars, have only
recently begun to approach a similar
salary level. Doc Gooden’s making more
than $5 million now. but Michael Jackson
is into the billions.
Unlike baseball heroes, movie stars and
top musicians have always lived like
royalty in the U.S. It seems like Bob Hope
must own half of Los Angeles by now,
and Elvis Presley has been adding to his
gross fortune from the grave for years.
Professional athletes perform for people
just like singers and actors, and are as
popular, so logic dictates they should be
paid as well. If anyone deserves to profit
from baseball, it’s the players. Now, after
a century of tyranny from the owners,
"purists" whine because the players are
finally getting what they deserve.
Don Drysdale, a Hall of Fame pitcher
from the Dodgers, has to walk across pool

covers to earn a living. Ex-Yankee great
Phil Rizzuto pitches home loans on latenight television for The Money Store.
These are two of the top icons of their era,
lucky to make a living off of their
reputations.
Many of the lesser players guys like
Karl Spooner and Ruben Gomez. who
played for years but were soon forgotten
by most had to start from scratch when
they could no longer play ball. The
players in the "good ol’ days" were paid,
on the average, no more than dentists, and
received no pensions for their years of
service. Yet they provided entertainment
for millions and steady revenue for most
club owners.
Baseball is no different from other
industries in its surrender to organized
labor, except that it occurred much later.
The reason veteran fans remember a game
free of money-haggling is because the
players had no leverage.
They chose to play under poor
conditions rather than not play at all, and
the owners took advantage of their
genuine love for the game.
No one should blame today’s players for
finally wanting what is rightfully theirs.
They hit the 420-foot homers, they hurl
the I00-mph fastballs, so why shouldn’t
they make the money?
Carpetbaggers like Rickey Henderson,
who can’t see himself playing for a paltry
$3 million because others make more.will

regrettably always be a part of baseball
and society as a whole. But this epidemic
of baseball ego and greed will reach a
ceiling, as everything in the world of
economics does. Last year’s lockout can
be considered an indication that things
will even out.

Professional athletes
perform for people just like
singers and actors, and are
as popular, so logic dictates
they should be paid as well.

PERSPECTIVE
Do you feel campus ROTC should bar homosexuals from its program?
I think they (ROTC) should
discriminate against homosexuals or
kaep homosexuals out because it
would ruin the morale of the the men
or the women for whatever branch of
service you’re talking about. It
wouldn’t be a cohesive fighting unit

Dan
Rodriguez
Administration
of Justice
Sophomore
19

anymore.

Bryan
Debie
Aviation
Senior
23

I led l like they shouldn’t be any
discrimination of race or sexual
preference at all. If that is the policy
I understand that it is reasonable to
ban ROTC from campus.

Eric
Myers

I don’t think they should
discriminate against them. It’s not
right. It says in the law that there
should be no discrimination and why
are they (ROTC) so special that they
can. No one has the right to
discriminate against.

Col.
Petrick
Chair,
Military
Science
Department

I really don’t think that’s fair Ir
doesn’t matter about your sexual
orientation and you shouldn’t be
discriminated against because of it.
There’s no reason for it. Maybe
because ROTC has a macho image.

in.!
Hill

I think is unfair in that if ROTC
were eliminated from all California
State University campuses it would
be denying tremendous educational
opportunities to a lot of students who
may not otherwise be able to come
here.

Computer
Science
Senior
22

Marketing
Sophomore
19
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Media panel focus Stairway
on disabled image to Heaven?

Coverage often
seen as insensitive
and discriminatory

By Susan Brown
Daily staff wrier
Insensitivity was the theme of a
panel discussion held yesterday
focusing on media coverage and
portrayal of persons with disabilities.
The result of many stories in the
media is that they are not only
offensive, but the underlying social
issues arc not addressed.
’Most stories found in the media
focus on some sort of ’super cup,’
somebody who runs across Canada
on one leg, somebody who overcomes their disability despite of

obstacles," said Donna Ellis, academic advisor for disabled students services.
For example, Ellis pointed out
that one of the cities where the
man with one leg was passing
through on his run across Canada
severely lacks in wheelchair
access. Many people with disabilities who wanted to see the event
were unable to do so.
"Journalists don’t look past
those kind of heroic stories, which
arc very offensive to people with
disabilities, to see the social issues
behind the stories," Ellis said.
Marty Shutter, director of disabled student services, agreed with
Ellis on many points and said that
the media’s coverage of people
with disabilities is "terrible."
"We are not portrayed for who
we are but as victims
people
afflicted and helpless" Shutter said.
There are unspoken assumptions
in media coverage, according to
Ellis. An example given was a
story regarding the expense placed
upon restaurant owners to provide
wheelchair access. According to
Ellis, the article stated that sometimes the expense was unneces.sary
when wheelchairs could easily
enter through the rear of the restaurant.
"The assumption to me is that a
business man bringing clients to a
restaurant and bringing them in
past the garbage cans isn’t somebody you are thinking about," she
said.
Shulter said language in the
media does a lot to perpetuate
these stereotypes. When the vulnerability aspect is played up it
may not be correct, according to
Shulter, and that is exploitation.
’To me, if you were to say ’cripple’ it is equivalent to saying the
word nigger," said Shulter. "It is
offensive and ugly."
It takes special interest groups to
get the attention of the media,

according to Joann Jacobs, editorial columnist for the Mercury
News.
"I think journalists want to do a
good job, they just don’t know
how," Jacobs said.
From personal experience,
Jacobs said she learned that the
term "wheelchair bound" was
incorrect.
"People aren’t binded to a
wheelchair, they use a wheelchair
as a vehicle to get around," she
said.
"Therefore they are
’wheelchair users."
More times than not, media
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KICU Channel 36 doesn’t follow any kind of style book or written rules of sensitivity in regards to
people with disabilities, according
to Doug McKnight, news director
of KICU TV. If the story warrants
telling the viewers that the person
is disabled than it will be mentioned.
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Hilary Sebald

Daily staff phtotgrapher

While the upper levels of the 7th Street garage may not be as
far as heaven, they may seem so to this student as he makes
the hellish climb to his vehicle after a long day on campus.
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Slide show of scenic Israel 5 30 p m Chat
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Shoot-out competition open to everyone
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call 924-2920
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volved, but he would not elaborate.
Local nev, spapers quoted Stuart
Lichtenstein. manager of the Palm
Beeh lounge Au Bar, as saying
Kennedy . son Patrick and nephew
William Kennedy Smith were at
the nightspot Friday night.
Patrick Kennedy. a 24-year-old
Rhode Island state representative.
said he knew nothing about the incident and was asleep at the time of
the alleged rape.
’The girl is not someone I
know . She Was not a guest of
mine. I assume she was a guest of
one ot my cousins.’ he said.
Smith. .10. a student at George toy% n
ersity School of Medicine. could not immediately be
reached for comment. He stayed
with friends Tuesday night, the
landlord at his Washington. D.C.,
carriage house told the Palm Beach
Post.
Smith is the son of Ted Kennedy ’s older sister Jean Kennedy
Smith and the late Stephen Smith.
Police Chief Joe Terlittese, said
he was not satisfied that insestigators have been able to question all
members of the Kennedy family
who might have information on the
case.
Investigators sent to the estate
that afternoon found that the man
accused ’had left town. Tot-Wiese
said

ji

Student Chamber call 924-2518
9501
SKI CLUB: Meeting and officer nominations, MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB:
8pm SU Almaden Room call 462-5717
Speaker Dr Pheter Geometry in Art From
KARATE CLUB: Mandatory meeting. all the Renaissance to Computer Graphics
members tournament preparation. 7 30 2 30-3 30 p rn MacOuarne Hall room 322
p m . Oki Wrestling Room call 924-7954
call 244-9728
CODA: Meeting noon -1 pm Campus LDSSA: Guest speaker Murray Gardner and
Luncheon 12 30 p m LDSSA Student Cen
Chnshan Center call 279-6257
ASIAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS: Infor- ter 66 South 7th call 286-3313
mational meeting 12 30 p m WLN 113 call UNIVERSITY DANCE THEATRE: Dance
91 8 pm SJSU Dance Theatre call 924279-3155
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT: Meeting 4551
5-6 p m Chicano Resource Center call INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Bhan
gra Dance Chakk de Phattey 9 p m
924-2575
am SU Ballroom 248-7838
FRIDAY
ASPB: Berenice Lipson-Gruzen 8 p m $7
RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRIS- students $12 general Music Concert Hall
servworship
Weekly
FELLOWSHIP:
TIAN
SATURDAY
ice Bible study and fellowship 7 30 p m
Duncan Hall room 135 :all 14151948-0822
BEETHOVEN CENTER t .,ng pianists
SJSU FOLKDANCERS: Intl Folk Dance Beethoven Competition and Master Class
Beg Int nonpadner teaching 8-9 p m. re- with Claude Frank Competition 10 a m
quest dancing 9-10 p m Women s Gym $3 $2 Master Class 1 p m $6 $3 Concert
SPX P19 call 293-1302 287-6369 or 927- Hall music dept SJSU call 924-4590

Custont Jackets 1 -Skins
Caps Sweatshirts

PALM BEACH. Fla. (API -Palm Beach is abut/ over a woman’s allegations that she was raped
it the Kennedy family compound.
"I think it’s kind of unfair, all of
this innuendo, without any facts as
to what happened." George Preston, who lives down the street
from the walled Kennedy estate.
said Tuesday. "We don’t even
know that this is true.
Police have filed no charges and
have refused to say whether anyone associated with the Kennedy
family is a suspect in the alleged
rape Saturday.
"It’s deja vu for the family. I’m
enthralled with them and every-thing that happens to them." said
Ruth Kane, visiting from nearby
Boca Raton. "I find them fascinating
not alway s admirable...
A spokesman fur t ..S. Sen. Id ward Kennedy issued a statement
Monday saying the Massachusetts
Denux:rat spent the Easter weekend with his family. at the Palm
Beach estate, but was not involved
in the incident.
"We haven’t made public any
particular name as ruled out or
in," said police spokesman Craig
( ;Linke]. "It’s a delicate case when
ou talk about sexual battery
y ou don’t want to release something that could hinder your invesigation."
Gunkel said alcohol \vas.

SPARTAN X -COUNTRY AND TRACK CLUB OF SJSU

"If the story is about someone
filing a grievance in their neighborhood, then their disability is not
part of the story," McKnight said.

Silicon Valley
using ol Silicon S.M.’s PrO1110i.
00000 ’
111-7.on Eroploarsort Golds

National Weather
Service

SJSU graduate and
? former NFL
coach Bill Walsh will be honored on
April 13 as an outstanding alumnus
of the university.

g

SpartaGuide
SparlaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10 a m
T DAY
CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER: Nora Villagran- Journalist Under Assault An Act of Discrimination at the San
Jose Mercury News noon to 1 p m Wahl
Quist Library North room 307 call 924.2707
or 924-2815
SJSU RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM:
Re-entry Support Group 1230I 30 pm
Administration Building room 201 call 9245930
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Weekly meeting and information 1-4 p m
S U Guadalupe room call 248-0850 or 288
7559
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study -Gospel of
Mark noon to 1 pm SU Montalvo Room
Community Night- Sharing Our Faith Sto
nes 7-830 pm, 300 S 10th and Sa,
Carlos streets call 298-0204
CAMPUS LEFT: Weekly meeting 8 30
pm SU Costanoan Room call 448-2750
GAY. LESBIAN. BISEXUAL ALLIANCE.
Meeting Pride Week and Terrace Dance
planning 4 30--6 30 pm SU Guadalupi.
Room call 236-2002
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker Chris
McKay NASA AMES Recent Results Re
garding Lite on Early Mars 1 30 p m Sc,
ence Building room 251 call 924-5244
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Co-op Orientation 11 am SU Guadalupe
Room call 924-6033
ASIAN RECRUITMENT DAY: Team Leader
Orientation Training 3 30-5 30 pm SU

morning with increasing
clouds in the afternoon.
Highs in the 70s.

Woman claims she was raped
at Kennedy family compound

Donna Ellis,
academic advisor for disabled
students sen ices

McKnight concluded the discussion by saying that the more contact the media has with the disabled community the more understand and put them in the proper
perspective.

Friday’s forecast
Mostly sunny skies in the

San Jose Police Chief Joseph
McNamara resigned after 18 years
on the job to accept a position with
Stanford’s Hoover Institution.

IIIIIIPPP

reflects trends in society, it doesn’t
lead them, according to Angus
Klein, executive editor of the Spartan Daily. The trend now is sensitivity toward minorities, Klein
said. Although there is a strong
voice from the minority community expressing concern over minority portrayal in the news, there is
not such a voice from the disabled
community, he said.
"In the case of terminology I
think we are two to three years
behind the times," Klein said referring to print journalism.

’Most stories found in
the media focus on
some sort of ’super
crip,’ somebody who
runs across Canada
on one leg, somebody
who overcomes their
disability despite of
obstacles.’

Mostly sunny skies with
highs near 75 and lows in
the upper 40s.

The SJSU ROTC program may be
eliminated because policy restricts
homosexuals from joining any
branch of the military.

as. ar *rmininn.

It

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

the copy center
1210 S. Third St. (Across from McDonald’s)
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Rappin’ up sports

Leaving class
far behind
Rs Ste %

I Miller

the Raiders’?
why
Monday night Roger Craig became
the latest 49er to join the Los Angeles
Raiders. This came as the knock-out blow to
49ers fans, following the stunning punch
suffered last week when Ronnie Lott joined
the silver and black squad.
The 49ers tell team loyalty would keep
the two members, who combined for seven
championships. in San Francisco. With this

trust, the Niners placed them on Plan B in
,irder to protect younger, more desirable
players, so they say. But it backfired.
. If Lott would have stayed, he would be
set for life. The Niners offered him a one
year contract, and a lifetime executive
position in the organization. But he passed it
all up for a two-year deal with the Raiders.
Sure, Lott is from Southern California
and played his college ball at USC, but why
the Raiders? I guess it could have been
worse, like joining the Rams. But still, why
the Raiders?
Craig, on the other hand, had no
Now
reason but greed to join Lott in Los
Angeles. Players no longer care about
loyalty, it’s all about money these days.
Craig was given a two-year contract from
good or Al Davis and the Raiders. Isn’t it
sickening?
It’s not like the Niners needed Craig
anymore though. He’s slow, old and cost

Spartan Daily

them a trip to the 1991 Super Bowl with a
fumble. Craig is coming off the worst
season of his career, where he rushed for
only 439 yards and one touchdown. And he
averaged an undesirable 3.1 yards per carry.
But still, why the Raiders?
All season long I wondered why 49ers
coach George Seifert continued to give the
ball to Craig over the talented Hurry Sydney
and the quick rookie Dexter Carter. Now.
without Craig slowing them down. the 49ers
will have a successful year on the ground.
something they definitely lacked a year ago.
The Raiders signed Craig to fill the
hole suffered from Bo Jackson’s injury. But
Craig, at 30 years of age, doesn’t know
.
didley anymore, especially by joining the
Raiders!
The Niners may not miss Craig next
year. but they will miss the charismatic Lou.
Even though he.was hampered with injuries
last season, Lou was an inspirational leader
for his teammates. This is where San

Francisco will be hurting next year.
surprisingly. San Francisco didn’ I
protect Lou. hut the Niners did protect
David Waymer. who at 33. is a year
older than Lott.
San Francisco not only lost Lott and
Craig to Plan B. but outspoken Man Millen
joined the Washington Redskins on
Monday. Hey there’s only one thing to say
about Millen leaving at least he didn’t
join the Raiders! But I bet he would have if
they weren’t the ones who released him
before he signed ith San Francisco.
There are 17 unprotected 49ers
remaining on Plan B. Teams are only
allowed to protect 37 players. The future of
those Plan B 49ers will he determined on
April 15. Eric Wright. Mike Wilson and
Keena Turner are among those 17 players
left unprotected. If they end up somewhere
else. Joe Montana will he the only lour-ring
49er remaining.

Sure, Lott is from Southern
California and played his
college hall at USG’, hut why
the Raiders?
But even Montana, 35. is creeping up
there in age. I guess it just goes to show that
teams don’t remain together forever. Look
at Dallas and Pittsburgh. For years they held
onto their old players. Result? ’Their
dynasties folded. The 49ers don’t want to
fall into this trap.
My last question
Why protect
Bubba Paris over Ronnie Lou?
()ups. My real last question
Why
the Raiders?
Srevi. Helmer iN 11w Spartan Daily
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George Ortiz

Spartan shortstop Steve Anderson looks to the umpire following a ing the second game of a doubleheader against LC -Davis on Tuesslide into third base. Coach Scott Hertler helps make the call dor- day night at Municipal Stadium. Anderson was safe on the play.
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SJSU splits twin-bill with UCD
By Pamela Schatz
Daily stall writer

SJSU stayed one game above
the .500 mark by splitting a nonconterence doubleheader with UCDavis on Tuesday.
The Spartans. now 15-14 overall
and 7-5 in the Big West, won the
first game 4-0 hut dropped the
nightcap 7-4.
"I was very pleased with shuting Davis out, SJSU coach Sam
Piraro said of the first game.
In that game. freshman pitcher
Dave Sick collected his first college win for SJSU, throwing four
no-hit, shutout innings. Each game
was scheduled for seven innings.
so pitchers needed only three innings of work to qualify for a victory. The teams played two games
to make up for the rained out Feb.
26 game.
In the second inning. Dan
Smith. Charles Havel and Steve
Anderson hit consecutive doubles
to give SJSU all the runs it would
need for the win.
Mike Rausch then came in for
Sick in the fifth inning, holding the
Aggies scoreless on two hits to
rack up his first save of the season.
But the second game didn’t go
as smooth for SJSU.
We were hoping to carry out
the momentum from the first
game. hut instead we came out
flat." Piraro said. "Our concentration was% erv spoils

DISCOUNTS

EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY

20%
30%
40%
50%

Piraro attributes bad throwing
"We never gave up at the end of
decisions to the loss.
the game," said SJSU center
"We threw to had bases. We fielder Jason Bugg, who went 2played a slow mode in the second for-6 on the day.
game," Piraro said.
"UC-Davis put pressure on us
SJSU took a two run lead in the in the beginning, but we never put
third inning on right fielder Ken enough pressure on them.- Bugg
Henderson’s two-run single. But said.
the Aggies quickly topped SJSU
Despite the loss, a second -game
with three runs off starter Anthony triple put senior Henderson in sole
Chavez.
posession of second place on the
Paul Anderson replaced Chavez SJSU career triples list, with 13
before he could retire a batter in The record is 14. set by Tony Hi
the fourth. Anderson worked 2 2/3 ondi (1977-7)1).
innings, giving up six hits and four
With the split, UCD’s record is
runs, three of them earned. Chavez now 16-14. The Aggies’ Northern
was tagged with the loss, dropping California Athletic Conference r,
his record to 2-3.
cord is 2-1.
UC-Davis added four runs on
The Spartans will be in Long
five hits in the sixth inning, taking Beach this weekend for a three
a 7-2 lead, hut the Spartans game Big West Conference semweren’t so willing to back down. against the 49ers.
They fought for two more runs in
Spartan Daily Spans Ed/r,
the bottom of the seventh inning,
but came three runs short when the Steve Helmer contributed ta i/o
I
Iasi non was retired.
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dim
t Adia, zvhen you’re
’doing well, you never have
to ask for recognition, it
conies your way. I’ve never

Magandang araw,
Born dia,
Buon giorno,
Guten tag,
Bonjour,
Buenos dias,
Aloha,
Kon nichi wa,
Zou ann

asked for a promotion; when
I was an Office Supervisoi

the employment industry will continue to be one

Services, headquartered in Menlo Park, is an
industry leader in temporary and full-time
employment.

and I was doing a good job,
With more than 580 U.S. offices in 39 states and

they tapped me on the shoulder and asked me to be a

1,4)1) internationally, Adia is one of the largest
employment services in the world. Adia’s Branch
Manager Development Program offers talented lib-

Branch Manager. This is a
company that really

rewards

eral arts and business graduates the opportunity to
learn how the employment industry operates.
Partit pants will receive on-the-lob and classroom

studying abroad adds more to your experiences
than simply learning a language.

people who excel."

training in management, sales and service, all in
preparation for a challenging position as a Branch
Manager in a Northern California Adia office.

MARY

LUCAS
Adia will conduct on-campus interviews on
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GraduateKansas State
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Mud slinged by city
to get rid of pet pig
SACRAMENTO API - This
little piggy lives in a Victorian.
and looks like all the huffing and
puffing by city officials isn’t going
to get him out soon.
Porky. the beloved pot-bellied
pig belonging to the three Camaeho children, created a real beef
with city officials, giving rise to
dozens of staff memos, meetings
with council members, petitions
from pig lovers and "Save Porky"
T-shirt sales.
Last January, the three Camacho
children were seen walking Porky
on a leash in front of their downtown home. A county employee,
apparently aware of a Ill -year ordinance prohibiting ownership of
swine within city limits, called animal control officers, who ordered
the Camacho family to get rid of
the pig.
"My children called me at
work, hysterical" said Catherine
Camacho, the children’s mother
and a deputy dircetii(il the state
Health and VVellare Ageney The
family was unaware of the law regarding their 5 -month -old pet, who
()as a present to the children from
Santa Claus.

IFC sports GPA requirements raised

them to pet stores, boutiques and
offices all over town.
The Camacho children. ages 5,
sold "Save Porky" items
7 and
door-to-door and at their school.
Meanwhile, animal control officers were getting telephone calls
from irate citizens who believed
the tiny pig had been confiscated
or put to death.
Porky caused enough of a stir
that city officials issued a 30-page
document titled "Reassessment of
City Prohibition On Keeping Live
Swine (Mini -Pigs) Within the
City." The report cited "sufficient
public health and safety concerns
to continue the outright prohibition
of the keeping of minipigs on residential property."
"It seemed totally irrational and
unfair, ’’said Mrs. Camacho. who
prepared a 14-page rebuttal contending that pot-bellied pigs are
clan, quiet, healthy. non-smelly,
friendly pets.
The story is ending happily after
all. though. Last week, the city
Transpiirtat ion and C’ommunity
Development C’ommittee voted
unanimously. to prepare a new law
allowing neutered, licensed, purebred pot-hellied pigs to he kept as
pets ssithin cits Inlits, and the city
council us expected to endorse the
ordinance in ithin the next sex eral
weeks.

With the help of a pot-bellied
pig breeder who lives outside the
its limits, the family printed up
Porky" flyers. bumper
soekers and buttons and delivered

be included in the overall tally.
"It is something that should
have been done a long time ago,"
said Chfis Carpita, IFC president.
"This is just the first step in the
right direction."
1FC athletic competition is an
integral part of Greek life, according to Carpita. It is a privilege the
Greeks don’t want to lose.
"Competition among the houses
is a big part of the Greek system,"
Carpita said. "They compete in
both athletics and scholarship."
The houses compete for points
which are awarded for each event
they participate in. The points
count toward the IFC sports trophy
that is awarded at the end of each
school year.
Low grade averages within the
Greek system at MU have been

Minimum GPA now
2.25 to participate in
any Greek sports
By Susan Brown
Daily staff writer
In order to improve low grades
within the Greek system, SJSU’s
lnterfraternity Council voted to
require all fraternity chapters to
maintain a minimum grade point
average or risk being ineligible to
participate in IFC athletics.
Each house must maintain a
minimum semester cumulative
GPA of 2.25 to participate in
sports, according to the by-law
which passed by majority vote on
March 18. The grades of all brothers, pledges, hold-overs and associate members of each house will

HARO
From page!
dent services.
Haro wants the A.S. to be more
responsive to students in the future
who have complaints like his. "I’m
very dissatisfied. You guys can’t
do anything."
Steven Goodman, director of
student rights and responsibilities,
said that the committee has put his
case on the agenda to be reopened.

\II ed-handed’’ people. those
who use both hands, fared no better than lefties, according to the
study conducted by Halpern and

SPILL

she and Taylor did not leave the
premises.

"I went to this committee and I
got nothing for it," Haro said.
"The main reason I’m here

One person, Vicki Norgrad, a
contracts specialist in purchasing,
reported to her supervisors that she
was feeling ill. In a March 21
interview, Norgrad said that when
she went home that evening she
experienced "nausea, vomiting,
headaches and was up until 2 a.m.
from being so sick." The following
day she said she felt "lightheaded,
lethargic and numbness of the
mouth."
Norgrad said that the building
should have been evacuated until it
was free of the noxious gas.

From page 1
staff members who did too.
Both she and the woman sitting
next to her, Susan Taylor, developed little red bumps on their arms
resembling hives.
"One thing that I didn’t like,"
said Foucher, "was that no official
person came around to inform us
what the fumes were or what was
going on; and here we are working
in here."
The women opened up the windows but the smell was still strong,
Foucher said. Foucher added that

Sutherst was still confused after
the meeting with Ham. "Whenever
a student would come in I would
tell them all of their options. I was
a little confused what (Haro and
Miramontes) wanted us to do."

Patrol along U.S.-Mexican border decreases
due to battered cars, lack of officers on duty

Stanley Curet). a psychologist ;it sample included 495 males and
the University lit British Columbia 492 females.
in Vuncouser.
About 7.9 percent of the left and
The results were published mixed-handed people died in acciTuesday in a letter in the New Eng- dents, as opposed to I .5 percent of
land Journal of Medicine.
right-handers. Lett- and mixedThe mean age designates the handers also were more likely to
midpoint between two extremes. die in accidents while dris mg a veFor example. the mean of 56 years hicle, the surve tound.
and 34 years is 45.
Technologies generally favor
Halpern cautioned the survey right-handed and ’right -footed"
doesn’t suggest that being left- people, increasing the risk of accihanded causes earlier death. But it dents for lefties. Halpern said.
does indicate medical and environUnder one medical theory’. leftmental problems that increase the handedness may occur when a
risk of dying earlier for southpaws. fetus receives reduced oxygen or
Researchers obtained about 2.- when there is erowiting in the
700 death certificates from both womb. Both conditions could
counties. then asked next of kin for cause medical problems that inthe cause of death and what hand crease the risk tit. dying earlier.
the deceased favored. The final Halpern said.

handers

semester by the Student Services
Department. According to the bylaw, chapters that fall below the
2.25 requirement will be placed on
warning during the following
semester but will still be allowed
to participate in athletics. The probationary period will be referred to
as the intermediate semester.
During this intermediate
semester the chapter in question
must raise its semester average to
the required 2.25. If the house
achieves the minimum it will be
taken off its intermediate status.
If, however, the chapter does not
make the minimum it will be
placed on athletic probation and
not allowed to participate in any
IFC athletics. Two fraternities are
currently on intermediate status as
a result of last semester grades.

today is to voice my complaint
stating that the A.S. student government, in regard to racism and
harassment issues ... do nothing in
regards to them."
The process needs to be streamlined, he said. He pointed out that
it has been almost a year since his
complaint was filed.
"’The A.S. should take a position
in changing the structure," he said.

Left not right in comparing longevity
SAN BERNARDINO (API Righties have it over lefties handsdown when it comes to longevity.
a researcher says.
People who use their !ell hand to
write, draw or throw die an average of nine years before those who
are right-handed. said Diane Halpern. professor of psyehology at
California State University. San
Bernardino,
According to the study of nearly
l,(10 deaths in San Bernardino
and Riverside counties, the mean
ot death for right-handers was
-5 seau s. hut only 66 years for left-

a concern for sonic time. SJSU’s
Greek system was severely criticized in a meeting last semester
when former national IFC president Chuck Loring spoke as a
consultant to the executive council.
According to an article last
semester Loring said that he had
never seen a Greek system with a
lower GPA. He said that even the
chapter with the best average was
still substantially lower than the
campus average and that low
grades are an embarrassment to the
fraternity system.
Athletic probation is one step to
increase incentive among the houses to bring their grades up, Carpita
said.
The chapter averages will be
calculated and confirmed each

Along one stretch of the South
Texas border, seven agents patrol 66 miles of the Rio Grande.
But for three hours each night.
all seven agents are involved in
other duties and the area is abandoned, the GAO said.
Similarly, a supervisory agent
in the San Diego sector told the
GAO. the investigative arm of
Congress. that one-third of the
border under his jurisdiction is
not patrolled.
Dyke Austip. a spokesman for
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, said that INS Commissioner Gene MeNary was

WASHINGTON (API Alien and drug-smuggling traffic
along the U.S.-Mexican border
may go undetected because Border Patrol agents are busy enforcing sanctions on employers or
their battered cars are in the
shop. a report to Congress says.
The General Accounting OfAce said a decrease in the number of agents patrolling some
sections of the border from
Brownsville. Texas, to San
Diggo,.may
dye to attrition,
the use of agents in norkuirder
activities and the patrol’s aging
fleet of vehicles.

aware of the problem and iv as reassessing the Border Patrol’s role
in sonic non-border duties.
"He has said that the place for
the Border Patrol is on the border. and he’s making every effort
to do that,’’ Austin said.
The GAO said the amount of
time spent by agents on border
control activities on the Southwest border had fallen from 71
percent of total hours in 19X7 to
(o0 percent in 1990.
At the: ’same time, narcotugr
seizures have escalated from 649
in 19/45 to -1,1M last year
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Not Do
Having Fun?
There’s more
next door at
the
Pavilion Sho !
just a bloc
away from
school!

The Old Fashioned Way To Say

"I LOVE YOU"
Over the years, there
have been countless
ways of expressing
our love. However,
more often than not,
something always
I seemed to go wrong.
flit wasn’t the gold
necklace turning her
neck green, it was the
sky-writer spelling
her name wrong.

At Marlowes, with
FTD delivery available
everywhere in the free
world, you can rest
assured that your
arrangement will
arrive fresh and on
time. Flowers have
always been the most
simple, easy way to
say "I Love You," and
now with Marlowes
it’s even easier

C4
THE SPARTAN DAL

MARLOWES FLOWERS
At The Pavilion

993-1311
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TAKE A BREAK!

a

Come on over

SPECTACULAR
SUNG LASS
SALE

During Your Break or After Class
and Take Advantage of this great offer

FRESH/ FAST! AND FANTASTIC!
Located in the Pavilion
or in
Downtown Los Gatos
LOS GATOS
6 No Santa Cruz
395-4244

4--

Sweep out those closet cobwebs and come to
the Pavilion for a snappy Spring wardrobe!
You’ll find all the latest footwear fashions.
Colorful new clothes for work and play. Plus
sparkling accessories to add the finishing
touch to any ensemble. It’s all in store for
you right now, at the Pavilion.

Oakley ’Serengeti Cazal
Gargoyle Bucci PorscheDesign

SAN JOSE
150 So First Street
295-9108

TACOS-BURRITOS

TACOS-BURRITOS

Ili I

Buy 1 and Get 2nd
at Half Price

Buy 1 and Get 2nd
at Half Price

one coupon per visit
(Expires 1091)

one coupon per visit
(Expires1091

10%

OFF

BETTER BRANDS
ALL
Plus An Additional
011-

0

4

CITY SUNGLASS COMPANY
At The Pavilion
99E3- 33 C3 3 1

4

AVI LION
SHOPS
FIRST 6 SAN FERNANDO
SHOPS OPEN

Discover
Birkenstock

%I A RIANOS SHOI
T’sis
c3rt
(408) 2H0-6441

4

1.
4

INDOWNTOWN SAN 1031

Looking for a quality pair of
hand-sewn leather pumps
comfortable enough to dance
the night away?
Just step into Mariano’s...
and step out in style.

4

ri

$2
With Student I D

I

Step Out
In Style

a

REVO Vaurnet Ray Ban

ii

,r I
III

SPRING INTO STYLE WITH LOOKS ON
THE BRIGHT SIDE.

Discover comfort in exciting
new styles and colors. Step into
the original contoured footbeds
of Birkenstocks shoes and sandals,
and discover how healthy and
comfortable your feet can be.
For unsurpassed quality,
trust the original:
Birkenstock.

[frAON -SAT 10(6

SUN 12 5

I HOURS FREE
VALIDATED PARKING

THE LAST LAUGH SERVES DINNER
AS OPENING ACT.
Want to go from the sublime to the ridiculous
in one evening? Have dinner at The Last Laugh,
and you’ll have ringside seats for the best comedy
show in town! Luscious menu items range from
Shrimp Diane and Chicken Marsala to
Apple Torte and Chocolate Suicide.
Reservations are a must, so be sure and call
ahead at 287-5233.

Birkensilock

BONSALIN
4414

Tiw Pavilion

#9

San .10

Valley Fair #2303 Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408)246-4472
(408)371-3193
The Pruneyard #600 Campbell, CA 95008
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Can’t stop my
dancing feet
The University Theatre opens
’Dance 91’ this weekend
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What’s going on for the weekend of April 5
11111111=11M1

ON CAMPUS:
Dance The Theatre Arts Department puts on Dance ’91 to showcase homegrown faculty and student
talent. Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the University Theatre. $9 general, $6 students.
Music Former Animal and master guitarist Eric Johnson rocks the Event Center Friday night at
Tickets available through BASS/TM.
Concert Noted classical pianist Berenice Lipson-Gruzcn performs at the Music Concert Hall Friday at S
p.m. Tickets $12 general, $7 students.

Berenice Lipson-Gruzen

OFF CAMPUS:

Music The kick-off of Club Oasis’ "Rock on Water" series featuring local bands performing on the pool. Tonight, it’s The Flesh a Go Go
and Mysterious Ways. DJ Julius Papp will still be inside spinning modern dance music. No cover before 9 p.m. or after with student I.D. or
Oasis Green Card. $1 drinks until 10 p.m.
Theater City Lights Theater Company presents two plays directed by George Chastain, Jr. and written by Howard Kordcr. "Boy’s Life"
is a Pulitzer-Prize nominated, fast-paced, hilarious play about the post-modern, post-college world of the male yuppie. "Fun" is a darkly
humorous play all about growing up. Adult language, situations. Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays through April 27. $10 students and
seniors, $12 general; 430 South Fourth Street. Call 2954200 for tickets and information.
Concerts The San Jose Symphony, conducted by George Cleve, presents a weekend of four all -Mozart concerts featuring a family of
acclaimed musicians: pianists Claude Frank and Lilian Kallir, and their violinist daughter, Pamela Frank. Concerts Friday, Saturday and
Thursdays Fridays and Saturdays through April 27. Sunday nights at 7:30 and Sunday afternoon at 2:30. Tickets range from $10 to $35 for
evening shows, $9 to $12 for afternoon show. Available through BASS/TM.
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MOVIES OPENING THIS WEEKEND:
"Voyage Of The Heart," a locally-produced film starring Bill Ackridge, Dunja Djordjevic,
Geoffrey Dunne and Liz Rolfe, will premiere at the Towne Theatre. The film chronicles
the decline of small-time immigrant fishermen in a Northern California town. Shows
tonight at 7:15 and Friday at 5:30 and 7:15, after which the filmmakers will speak.
"Defending Your Life" written, produced and directed by Albert Brooks and co-starring
Meryl Sweep opens Friday at the Century 22. It’s a romantic comedy about the afterlife,
and prospects for love after death.
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New release ‘Flatliners’
tops video rentals list
II H) RENTALS
"Halliners"
2 Arachniphohid
3 -Air America
4. "Die Hard 2: I)ie Harder’
5. " Dark man "
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S -File
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CHINESE CUISINE- -FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
*Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
*Catering Available

Ale

294-3303 or 998-9427
131. E. Jackson Street

Mocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th ,tr-cct
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Cover photo:
"Lipsoh-Gruzen presented an
exhilarating performance.. brightly
energetic., her poetry and keen
musicianship were abundantly
evident.. memorable."
Tun Page, New York Times

Danya Menczes and
Tammy deJong-Todd
rehearse ’Dances for
lsadora’ which will be
performed for ’Dance 91’
at the University Theatre.
Photos
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Get entertained! Every Thursday in

CenterStage

$1 DRINKS
-WED thru SAT TIL 10 pm-SUNDAYS TIL 11 pm -

NO COVER Be 4 9PM
Christy 1% y ant represents ’la patry
Sc
I lady patriot) in ’Dances for Isadora’. a fit e-

"imary iabi
part dance piece in ’Dance 91’, a concert that
opens Friday at the 1 nit ersity Theatre.

’Dance 91’ illuminates
American modern dance
By 1- aye %% ells
Special to CenterStage
East meets West as -Dance
’91’ oilers a panorama of modern dance starting Friday at
ISC’s Main Stage.
"Dance Cl’’ a ill feature New
York and Bay Area dame!. and
will span modem dame from
. inericas
Duncan.
Isadora
early 19th century performer, to
SJSC’s Jan Dance Ensemble.
said Fred Mathews, artistic director of l’niversity Dance l’heater
the East comes Jose
Iamon’s "Ibnces for Isadiira.’’
based on Ifuncan’s life Limon.
head ’It New York’s 1.1111101
choreol’’undatnin.
Dance
graphed toe dances based on
Duncan’s youth. her loses, the
death of her children (from
which she never recovered). her
Russian col/km..11m. and her dramatic death when the scarf she
was wearing caught in the wheel
ol the Bughani a friend was
driving
Choreiligraphed fie women
only and first performed in
makes its West
1971/. isadora
( ’ilast premiere April 5at

,

I 1.1h,

Iliis is the only dance which
Limon choreographed tor only
wonien . . and
to
hate
’Dances with Isadora capture
the female essence, he consulted
with prominent female dancers.
including Agnes DeMille." said
I.uha Markoff of University
’t heater
The program includes SJSU
dancers. said Mathews. two ot
whose works will he performed.
lie choreographed "Flying Colors" to Bach’s piano concerto
#3 in D-maior
his second work. "Spectrum... has no music, and dancers will perform to their claps.
slaps to the body . and the percussit e sounds of their dancing
MSC’s Ian Dance Ensemble
and the Uniyersity Dance Theater base commissioned works
that a ill premiere at -Dance
91.
The Ensemble asked Hen
laikey. current associate director
of the Santa Monica Dance Center. to create a work lor ’Dance
91 .’’
"I chose him specilically.’’
said Amite McDonald. director

114:41

lii
all dance choreogra-

pher."
Ills background includes all
forms of dance.
including
Bniadway and television perfermances. she said.
For Dance 91, he has chore.
graphed "Ghostly Horses." a
"lyrical tan suite- in three
min einem, performed to music
hy Patrick 011earn and Al
Stew aid
Gary Masters. artistw as.,
ciale tit the Limon Dance ( iii
pany and SJSI dance instructin.
has created "Walking Between
Worlds.- a dance based on
American Indians’ cultural and
religious ideas. Mathews said
Dance tor ’I at,. a local mist
em 11:111LC ciimpany formed Is
Donn I.each and Jenny Me All*
ter. w ill premiere an abstrao
work "Moss (iarden.’’ choreawgraphed by Leach. The dance
’investigates the way people
has e CI NI% ertifil0M... accuirditie
to

Mar/kilt

and

NM

he

TONIGHT 4/4
RAA-5-

rCRETAW

Live mtr-,c on thP pool 1

THE .FLESH

A

danrInq incon

GO. GO

MYS1EDIQ18tIVAY8+

NO COVER W/ STUDENT I.D.
FREECARICATURES BY J.DI-ztoilir
TICKETS TO NEXT WEEK’S SHOW

LOCAL BAND NIGHT
THURSDAYS
Live music on the pool, d.j. dancing inside

4/11 Frontier Wives + Uncle Lucifer
4/18- Hemi + Crash Course V
4/25-Short Stories + Cafe of Regret

5/2- The Odd Numbers + The Spit Muffins
STUDENTS IN FREE
Wednesdays, Thursdays, Sundays

Ilef

tormed among sculptures that
represent "dung. lost in comers:awn... she said

ALWAYS 21 & OVER DINING & DANCING 8PM 2AM WED -SUN
200N 1ST @ ST JAMES. SAN JOSE 408492.2212
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Local clubs offer students low costs, big fun

By Corry Tresidder
CenterStage Mall writer

Searching for a release Eroin
midterms and papers can be just
as trying as doing classwork itself. In the South Bay there are
so many things to do. finding
on at limited costs can he an ads cowl e
hit low -cost fun. there is no
need to look het ond the greater
San Jose area. Local clubs attract college audiences with their
events. concerts. drink specials
or with little or no cowl- charge.
One ot the closest clubs to
campus is Paradise Beach Club.
on North San Pedro Street between Santa Clara and St. James
streets. Paradise is only open
Friday and Saturday nights beginning at 9 p.m.. and is alyy ay.
21 years or older. Every friday
night is Ladies Night. NAl»ch
means a $5(X) prim will he glen
out to a lucky lady at the club
that night. Paradise is currently
holding "Splash Bash ’91". and
all drinks are S2.
On First Street there are three
popular clubs that vie for the
college crowd during the week
and weekends. Club FA at San
Salvador Street sets up more
dancing events than Ilse concerts. and has a special screening each Thursday of David
Lynchs "Twin Peaks" with
free donuts I’ X is open from 9
p.m. to 2 4.111. Wednesday.
through Sunday and has drink
specials until 11 p.m. There are
club discounts available, known
as black or guild cards. which
or
reduce coyer
eliminate
charges for special eYents
These can he purchased at the
club.
The Cactus Club holds dancing and DJ mixes every night of
the week, hut the club promotes
its use shows to attract larger
groups. Cactus is IN years or
older, and has cover charges depending on the night of the
week. There is usually a S4
cover tor Manic Mondays utter
I() p.m. On Tuesdays. Cactus

Above: FIX The Club is a modern dance club for the over
21 progressive crowd which is located in the renovated
Pussy Cat Theater on First and San Salvador streets in
downtown San Jose. F/X offers live bands and DJ music to
dance and listen to.
Right: The Cactus Club is the local scene for those 18 and
over. The club offers live rock in roll music and Thursday’s
disco comes alive with Disco Inferno by DJ King RaM,
Cactus Club can be found on First Street in San Jose.
Photos by George ()rtiz
hosts Live 105s Rob halms.
with I) J. Spun on the turntable.
while Thursdays are Disco Inferno nights. spinning the dance
hits of the ’70s. Coy er charges
are S4 for ages I 8- 20 dmd free
tor 21 and older. I hursday’s
Disco Inferno is tree hclore 10
p.m.
Cactus Club IhriYes on its liYe
shows. mainly showcasing modern rock hands from college
Upcoming
radio and Luse It
shows include Material Issue on
April u. The Rembrandts at 9:M)
p.m. on April 9 and Toy Matinee on April 10.
Right down the street from
X and Cactus Club is Club
Oasis, with no coYer charge before 9 p.m. Wednesday through
Saturday. and S5 after 9 p

-- -1
FREE PIZZA DELIVERY
$3.00 OFF Alpli ;6:
coupon

t $2.00 OFF ArplYz
135W. Santa Clara St.
280-0707

Not good with any other offer
Expires April 18, 1991

Hie dub has sl drinks Iron. %
p ru to 10 p m during the weeY
inul up until II p.m on Still
5,

Club Oasts has live music by

the poolside. and DJ mix dancing inside the club. "thursday
nights are for local hands to perform. while other mghts are
scheduled tor aliernatiw hands.
Scheduled to play next are Frontier Wises with Uncle Lucifer on

\ pril 11. w tile kl
Litho pro- cows- charge
I uesday nights
milies Heim and Crash Course
are with law 105’. Mark Hamon Apt 11 Hi
ilton. and are s2 nights Ii ur ellter
V, /I those until industrial or
aggro lute shosss, the Edgc in charge. well drinks and doPalo Alto is the best bet On mestic beer ("riser charge% tor
Thursdays there are S2 well Friday and Saturday is SX tor !Kss tor 21 and older.
drinks and 1 ,HIC11, 11,-cr and n., m

TOMORROW NIGHT!

with Tummy I aylor and Kylr

(wit

PL US SPE r A

GUEST

Sara Hickman
FRIDAY
EVENT CENTER
AT SAN JOSE STATE
8PM

APRIL

5

(PS AVAILABLE AT ALE BASS TICKET CENTERS INCLUDING THE WHEREHOUSE lOWER RECORDS AND SIX ’RI
LINE AMPHITHEATRE BOX OFFICE VGA MC ACCEPTED ALL TICKETS SUBJECT 10 SERVICE CNARGE SIX IICK11110
PIP CUSTOMER WAR-Ft OUT FOR COUN1F Wirt ’IC1019 BUY CAI V $ $00M AN AUIHOEVED TICKET AGENCY

CHARGE BY PHONE 408/998 -BASS 415/762 -BASS
916/923 -BASS 707/762 -BASS 209/466 -BASS
BILL GRAHAM PRESENTS

.345:810m,L.
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- COOL&
FAIRER
AuBrooke Shelby Biggs

Some women
with gumption
make it music
the
lest 01 II ic nation. Ilie it

II

her hum motement has tinally
luidged the set gap in the music
uiiuisi
\
tonna. Paula Ahdul,
\
arey and eompany are
etcluded. 01 coutse. It doesn’t
take much gumption to make it
in a male-dommated industry hy
shaking one booty hit.- the
masses. It also shouldn’t rattle

ill’ ii hilt’lii I I uricii plc
ocal harminiles.

it omen are making It as

(they actually play
instruments) despite the tact
they don’t It the beer,. immlercial mold.
Quadrangulate trout the nxits
ol blues rock ti roll. country
and tolls music and you might
nisi inn across a lets isoltien
it ii
in Mild their itt it it ith the
hest ot the huts
Per opt the most rohle it
the hunch is Ronnie Ram is hums
been creating her int n legend in
blues tor almost MI year-, It took
that It
for the industry and
public to recognire one ot its
lirightest stars, a gifted blues
slide guitarist and vocalist. vi tilt
a shots er ill Grammys last year
tor the album "Nick of Time .
course. there were others.
hut Rant served as the one most
inspiratumal pit ulcer. and iii its
secimil generation iii Kinuen
musicians is follovving her lead
I he most noteworthy of this new
generation are also guitarists,
most oh whom are partial to the
acoustic sound Rut they .re not
musielans

gist tolkies quern’ :Mout Putt

the Magic Dragon Nor are they
preachmg slogans tor the
National Orgam/ation for
utuen
like, tor instance. the Indigo
(oils. who were awarded the
Rest
iroup Grammy in
I,mo tor their album
’Nomads
S.1111I.
Indians
\ III% kusMid Itittls Sillier‘, are
eai h masters ot the acoustic
imolai. and maslei sonpaTiters tim

lii sit 1 hey inteitit me the
tilt cate pick and strum ot both

iting

1.

either. sometimes

t

brimiiiig in a has, it cleric
guitar and drum set to lend an
edge. Uellott (ieortpans R .1.. NI
hat e hacked the duo on set eral
Si ifl,,!s

ic 11111....20 Girl. also tackle
heity suluects in then Is ries.
etch going so tar as to get a little
esistenual at tunes It Ike.’
I hey e spline religion.
depression in enr-ii, erment as
quickly and easily as !het do
relationships.
\lichelle Shocked has is hat
must be prohahly the hest

mitotic’s sense ot logic that
’limit did. Barbie-doll babes are
signing multi -million dollar
PIM iiis tri(1 topping the chaos
\ merk a has alit ay s been a slate
to inenc lace intl its ovol
hormones
Rut. behet e it or not. some

I slit trom int

I I

hack -up

lime I

lit cd

limailo Alga si""
s.1,- Nett 11,fisk 11:111spliffil
in the mean streets Ion

and us _ms in and out
iit drug rehahs and mental
institutions until lust tutu ),ears
set eta’ t ears

ago

heard
hei ill a ’Meet corner play mg her
Shoillt thereafter,
Shot Led Iaai.I a ICl..1,1ding
lollott inc;ind a
connact. a lot
nett lease on lite
Shocked still is tinier’ and
hasn’t settled lino any one
genre She has dabbled in funk.
blues. straight rock. siting and
little country Rut that alit itts
her to pick tip lust about ;iny
type ml guitar and get
4:011110r1:1111C. or uitisheIllst to
arrange a horn section tot a
Pi2tis-sty le rap
I hese three artists and
hundreds unit ire just like them
N110 are feeling hrate enough I.
emerge trom the us 011(1\A ork arc
going to retolummue the 1111.1,11.
industry in the nest decade And
that scares this laced -up. sesrole imprisoned society .
The result are the titters and
whispers behind hands St rifle
will contend Mat any woman
musician it him ditesn’t pla),
commercial pop. who is talented
all on her own and who doesn’t
contorm to the cookie -cutter
shape ol today ’s female
celhrines is. %tell, you know
one ot 111)SE.
To discuss such insinuations
%mild lend Mils,: tiny -minded
people who make them tar too
much credihilut Just consider:
Were the pos ate lives ot Idton
John or Das id Bowie or any
other musicians ever weighed to
determine their worth as artists ’
Bomar Shelby Ifig,14% miii
Holly oft writer. Her I oillnin
willoppeor everv iluersdas mum
l’enterSitige.
I hat’

us hen tImicone

41.
George Ort,z Centersiage photographer
film major Duane Peiriek counts lila
the length of his mot it’ entitled ’John’ that he
Se

is editing For class. ’Flw min ie %till he shuts ii
1nril 4th at the Miorris I hi i Ics%tiditorinni.

Students show off film making talents
Daily \minimum]
student has the opportw
I he students twin the I heane wls It, choose the content and
\ its Department hate created. theme iit their hum
Hie
about anything
ttl men and produced then ,,tt n
to at ant garde.
Wins I’m most oh the students trom coined
ri Charles Chess’s tutu pioduc- Jim Schatt it 111111 priltith.:11011,t(l.
thin class, these are the t mi.! dent said. Hie students are relit Pamela Schalk;
CenterStage start writer

sponsihle

Idnis that thet hate made

tor

the

.110(411112,

I he students did not indicate script. stor.s hoard. production
1v:ilk:ally %slim their films are and musk:. :1i:cording to Chess
he unit ersily pros ides the
about, but they is ml he shots mg
them tonight at 7 p.m in Morris equipment tot the students. hut

(1)

Mc students inns’ plot id: !hell
ott ii I thur and the cost of processing.
suldenl call cud up p_ms tile
SLIM to SI .501i a semester tot
Rio toe -minute films. said
1111Ic

0.11111)111.111

is an-

other resttaint tot the students.

conmlained Iselly Ilighiumuli. ilm
pri.duction student
It takes how. and hums to
Wm. said Sc rat I

Mondays - Whip Cream Wrestling
Wednesdays- Girls night out w/male
encounter- male review
Thursdays -STATE night
$1.00 Draft
$2.00 Kamakazi & Well drinks
$350 Jager & Bud

0
0

15% off Food with Student I.D.!
TUESDAYS
FRIDAYS
SATURDAYS
SUNDAYS

Best Chest Contest $100 FIRST PRIZE
: Drink Specials
228S Lincoln Ave.
: 50 Cent Draft & $150 Well
723-0898
drinks between 6 & 10 p.m
Minutes
from
: $200 Drinks Al L Night
STNIH

I,
CenterStage
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’Boys’ Life,’ Fun’
satirize young men

Horoscope
for the weekof April- 7
(Mar. 21 -April 19) Hey, all you birthday boys and girls it is time to party. Let the sky be your
limit and don’t listen to all the people who try to tell you Spring Break is over. A very stressful
piece shall be lifted off your back. This Saturday has many surprises in store.
Taurus:

(April 20 -May 2(1) Spring Break has given you new life. The warm weather we have now will
leave bulls all across campus smiling. The sun will bring those once dropping horns into an
upright position.

Gemini:

(May 21 -June 20) I know what you did this break, nothing and you liked it. That’s alright it’s
good to be a couch potato every once in awhile. No rushing to and from classes, what’s not to
like. Those good times are over, now you have to lay in the sun when reading your textbooks and
make sure to do lots of outdoor activitcs on the weekend.

l’ancer:

(June 2I -July 22) All the little ideas you planted this semester are going to be blooming this week.
Enjoy the fruits of your hard labor. A new project has alot of work still yet to be done and may
seem far off hut is closer than you think. Don’t forget that inportant date or interview this week.

I en:

(July 23 -Aug. 22) Someone will conic to you and need your help, make sure to take your time
with that person and fully understand what is being asked because it could prove to be vital at a
later date. That little thing that has been bogging your subconscious will be leaving soon enougr
so breathe a sigh of relief.
(Aug. 23 -Sept. 22) You’re being to idealistic, things aren’t always going to be perfect so gri
used to life’s little imperfections now. You bring useless worry to too many things in your life
Let some of the things you can not control fall short of perfect and laugh at them while you enjo
the good things.

Libra:

(Sept. 23.(ct. 22) Calm down, enjoy the sun, stop complaining about the lack of rain. What ar,
you going to do, dress up in feathers and do rain dances until it clouds up again. Save yourself.,
lot of time and foot problems, put on sonic shorts and enjoy the warm sun.

Scorpio:

(Oct. 23 -Nov. 21) Don’t let those mid -terms you got back that are under par get you down.
bounce back put them behind you they’re done you’ll have more to do better on later. Stop
reading too much into things because your missing what they really mean. The person sayity
"no" may just be to shy to say "yes."

Sagittarius:

(Nov. 22 -Dec. 20) Be extra careful with money matters this week. The moon in your sign could
be both good and bad at the same time. A visitor offers more than you expected, listen to what
they have to say because wise words come in the wierdest packages. The weekend may seem an
hour long hut you have an hour and an half worth of work to complete.

Capricorn:

(Dec. 21-lan. 19) To succeed this week you will need to use your independence a great deal and it
will probably seem difficult but a break from tradition is exactly what you need. There are many
different things struggling for your time the beach, homework, the sun, a paper, the park.. its
your choice. DO THE RIGHT THING!

Aquarius:

(Jan. 20-Feb. II)) 1 know you’re the type to ditch a class and hit the beach on one of these warm
days this week. It will be hard to get your work done but you have to make the effort to get your
work done. April is not the time for chasing tan bodies in small clothing around, well at least not
when you have class. Managing your money this week will also prove important.

Pisces:

(Feb. I9 -Mar. 20) You will need to contact your parents A.S.A.P. about something you talked
about over Easter dinner. The week has many good things to tiller you but you really need to
hunt them down if your going to enjoy them to your full potential.

obit\ too and collapses iii a chair,
shilling. grunting, and talking in
Ins sleep. Phil worries Don. hut
he is a delight to Jack. whose
es crv prod brings !mire acts it
his passed -out friend.
It,
are as revealing V hen
The
the meet women as when the
di ink alone.
party. Phil aplacks
proaches Karen, attractive in her
Iles slit/ft-hemmed. black and
red dress. Although flattered hy
his ad’, mice.. her escort proses a
subtle. quiet. and embarrassing
interruption to Phirs attempt to
take katell .1Vt.1> tor .1 weekend
ui his proposed mountain retreat
His lailurc to win her from her
quiet date reintorces Plurs sense
rontannt lailure. to winch he
seems resigned.
Wak Mug his son. Jason in the
imrk. Jack. illhi nigh married.

Faye %Veils
Special to CenterStane
two comedies,
bs I low ard
and "Fun.
Korder, that opened at (it
Light. last Friday drew laughs
hy satiriiing the average
man under .11)
In "Roy.’ late. three 11101
in their twenties reveal themselses as the part together and
through the 1.1111011(111.11C vsiirtteti
The

lite-

Meet

and Lynical Jaik.
%am
ably plactl hi Si.litt Sala. taunts
Ins Wend. Don, while drinking
Hems il his beer. Ile challenges
hi, inebriated host to remember
Big.

three events ol the .7(is,
rtiii a slob, itiut eers at the
cm..eI ict ion books he reads
he
Jim Ko drigue, portravs
Don WIlt/St: &Stilt:1111.f
argiic and slopp room
make him eas prev (or Jack’s
needling. In his apartment he
er gets unit 111 his underwear.
.0 "he will ilvsa 5 Ile prepared.. lie sas
The bri/liding Phil. cons incingl!. acted h \ lint king. liv
iii his ow it world ot perminal
ansiety

tries his charni on Maggie. who
is running against apartheid. Hut
lier breathlessness. no result ot
Ins behas tor. abates
He hes, he teases, he observes
the "Question Authority" hut’

At I >on’, he drinks to

See BOYS, page 8

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

(Amelia

Brad Dmanna - ConterStago

Fine East African Cuisine
OVER 5,000 USED CD’S TO
CHOOSE FROM
NEW AND USED CD’S
BUY SELL TRADE

IA,
IC
ID
EXCHRR6

ALL YOU CAN EAT

BUFFET

e-Api

$1 off
any
CD

E DMA CLARA ST SAN JOSE
18E1WEEN
fir)
Vaidated Parking 3id St Carte

Ia

(408) 294-0345
L

$42

1.06 1111.114 OP JON, \.......,

(Some restrIellons opply)

11-3 MON.-FRI.
Lamb, Beef, Vegetarian
Combination, Chicken
ii ’IN DAI .1’
1i.j

qil!c

171 .

I I A.N1 NlIDNIGIri.r. 283-11S22

ont of (Africa Oillisinr

Santa ( laid

St. San Jo’, LA 9511 1

juice for humans
Now in the Student Union Cafeteria
0

FREE JUICE TASTES
April 3 & 4 8:30 am - 1:30 pm
Enter the Raffle and win an Odwalla T-Shirt
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KSJS
90.7 FM
Top five list for the

week of April 1
RHYTHM WAVE
1. INSIDING"
-BRUCE GILBERT

Bad -boy rockers hit Amphitheatre
By Brooke Shelby Biggs
CenterStaoe staff writer
Today ’s rock n roll hands
that want to be hot aim straight
for the mainstream. Those that
ss ant to he cool aim for the underground. That’s just where
Material Issue has found its
niche
With the recent release in the
hand’s album ’International
Pop Overthross
and the eon -

message in its lyrics. 11 is inodern rock that hasn’t been overdubbed into submission. It is
Punk with a son side, or maybe
it’s pop V\ ilh a hard edge.
Maybe Material Issue isn’t on
the top of its game just set . Yes.
the hand has come up \A tilt a test
test ss s iii use the niost hask
chord .irrangements. hut s\ ithout
mans stand -out esamples itt
original
songs\ 1.1111111
1:114:111.
Material Issue mas emoy a
rather abridged esistence

2. ’CONNIE"
BONG WATER
3. ’PENNIES FOR HEAVEN"
LEGENDARY PINK Dots
4. "IMPLOSION -73"
RUDOLPH GREY
5. "MURDER’
MONSTER MAGNET

Billboard’s
top records
lit )1 SINGLLS
I ( oining ()in of the l)ark
Tstelan

I s e Been Thinking About
1

’II’

I

.010011N:in

;." You’re In lane -

4 "Nold You Tight Tara
Kemp
5 "Sadeness Part I Enigma
r, ’One More "Fry.’ Timm!, T
- Baby Baby . Amy Grant
Signs
esla
l’his
I louse’
’Fr:tete
spencer
"lesha ’\iitiiher Had Creatiiin
I I .’’Rico Suase’’ Gerardo
12 "Joyride’ Rosette
I "Someday ’ Mariah Carey
14 "Round
and
Round’.
I es Campell
IS "VII lie By Your Side
sic \ Ii
I \ tor Help Rick Ai
I, i_s Mete!, Me -I Want
Rohert Palmer
Is
!fere’. Oleta Adams
It I I Ike the W’ay
li-Fise
inich %le All ’Sight

I 11

(allh), Dennis

the FP features a eine!. of
Thin I.i/iy ’s "C’osshoy Sting’’
vi Inch slum cases the hand’s talent hest It 1112VIIIA vi 1111 a simple
melody on a slightly distorted
guitar. and then blossoms as a
second guitar plays harmon.
The package results III al haunt -

The lyrics are funny and light with HannaBarbera-inspired inflections. The listener may
he convinced that Snagglepuss is alive and
well and residing stage-left of Material Issue.
The thumping. steady hack eseltiNoel
heat supplied al iii
11), Ted Ansam on hass marks
Material Issue’s siiund most pro.
tumidly . Aii.moss has. ser \ es as
a tar mine influential rhythmic
element than do Nlike telenko’s
drums.
But somehoss the instrument
also becomes the root of each
melody on the album. :Miming
inn Ellison, lead singer and guitarist to \ enture into harmonic
esperiments that. tor the most
part. gis e the songs their spark
of originality and energy

mg sound reminiscent of the
al bagpipe hands it Scotland
Vnlortunately . the song isn’t

emoy able moments on the
album I he Is net are hinny and
light. Mid sittie h \ !Alison \\ ith
I 1.11111.1-ILIEIVIA-111,1111VAI

’Si one

Illfh:C-

point_ the listener
may Ise cons inced that Straggle puss is aloe and \\ ell and residmg stage-lett ot Material Issue
It is true that the hand doesn’t
!lase the ’ARAM’S,itt curretti pop
hands. hut its pretension in un
plying in its album title that it is
somehim the antithesis ot pop
111:I he suet: hung it
There is nothing comples
about ’Material Issue’s style The
hand uses threc or lour -chord
11011,

leans tight enough to accentuate

their malnourished legs and
hipster haircuts .11 vi 111Ch es ery
mother would V,
But tiitiitiateI . Material Issue
di:ser es the highest kudos college students can go e it that
is. that the hand pia s Me sort of
iii li
CleCii it, nitisethat
.,ne loses to listen to during a
break from study mg for that statistics tinal-ssith the \ oliime tin
lit
Interested listeners can check

in the
melodies on nearl Cs er. song. Student I. mon \ mplutheatre at
:Hid has no particular logic or mum
iii Material ISSile h itl,t

\ !Met ial Issue’s creation, and

Ening ahulities Es en ,
iis\ II hest
.’111tEckhustel... the core t,
sounds suspu ii tusk lb,
three -chord opening to I )a

\Imp%

the

hand’s

( iemc
Whether the hand ci ihhed it
not, it points op a real sseakn,
in the hand’s identity
Hut to gise redit \A here it
due. "Ilk ickhuster ;iko
Boss le’s

Jean

RELAX, LISTEN TO JAZZ
AND HANG OUT
Jazz
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Downtown!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
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calls into question the bait’

Continuous Satellite Coverage
of All Mayor Sporting Evenis

Only pool table

(Corner of 2nd)

Jim Ellison, Mike Zelenko and Ted nsani
’Material
Issue’ will play Friday in the Student I Moo .Mnphitheatre.

Lit’e

CINEBA
A drinking persons

current release of us II ’ Blockbuster... \1:11C1-ial IsSUC has
planted itsell llirectl
in the
modern rock spotlight as a fresh.
nest . had -boy hand.
It’s that I 970s London punk
essence that goes Material Issue
Its distinctoe sound that is one
step behind the pop-0o.s of the
former kings of the underground. R. V. M.. and a step
ahead if the immortal got ins of
punk. the Ses Pistols.

But if image is everything.
and vie haw reason to lxhese ti
is in the age of Madonna.
Material Issue may rust ...Ise itself set. .1Ehe three hand memhers can he seen on the album
and IT’ co\ ers decked out in the
requisite thick -soled, black patent leather I)tK: Martins, black

LA trilin non &swim!

qua All

Located On Market St
Between San Fernando
&Santa Clara
279-8110

AFS
Bop Till

You Drop*
5t1"4 r
Saturday, April 6th
t60 East kcal Street 14th & Reed)
12pm mixn- Dancing with Fraternities & Sororities
Xpm I 2anu Dancing open to ALA. SJSU S1UDEN15!
Proceed% go to sight conservation & Aid to the Blind
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Deejay
spins a
hectic
lifestyle
By I xslie Anne She’. it
Special to CenterStage
You wouldn’t recugutte him
by sight. hut if you’ve ever
tuned to the campus radio station, y011.ve heard Howard 13uiick. He’s on the air every Monday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
working the "rhythm wave.’
format at KSJS.
Right now, however. he’s
hunting for a quick lunch in a
local mini -market. Ile looks
around the small store and fingers a magazine.
’11S’ magaline is
doing the Ito sexiest bachelors.
Am I in there’’’. lie grins and
heads to the deli counter. jingling as he walks. "I’ve been
saving my change for a few
years now . Ise been living off
sit it.- he said. while counting
out enough nickels to pay for a
turkey sandwich.
In this setting, 21 -year -old
liu/ick would nut he noticed by
his blue eyes iir his long light
hums n hair tied in the hack or
es en by that black trenchcoat of
his that lust barely clears the
iloot :is he walks. Those things
’in their ow it wouldn’t he picked
11111 01 a crowd. but the voice
would give him away
’ ’During high school drama. I
played General Hammond in
MASII because I had the loudest
siuce. Buiick said. Instead tit’
being on stage with the rest of
the actors. !Buick ’s part in solved sitting in the hack of the
audience and pretending to he
talking on the phone.
People heard me more than
anyone else because I was that
loud,’ he said.
Hunck keeps his voice low
ninVe%Ct .is he sits in Denny ’s
and eyes his sandhi milkshake
rhis is one ol Ins ley% breaks
lies usually rushing to catch a
bus somewhere. with destinations ranging trout courses at
SJSJ to his ballet class or to
work.
Ahhinigh the hours he speiht,
at the station cut into his leis,
time, he wouldn’t have it any
other way.
"Music is his life." Jennifer
Sanders. a friend of liwicks
from a computer bulletin hoard
said. ’lies very into it because
he sees it as a lorm of commit.
waling through the songs he

from pit to promiscuity. it hits
the issues (il a generation that in
Jack’s \\ 01(k. ’had it all, and
didn’t kill ’s.% what to do with it,

BOYS
From page 6

ton that she s% ems at the breast
of her tank top ’suave with her,
he shouts at his .luld. His " yo as he tells his son to get silt the
sw ings reseals mitre bluster than
s lulence.
Julie Haney plays Maggie
with a self-consciousness that
makes her and Jack’s scene a hit
embarrassing. perhaps because
it is.
Don’s girlfriend Lisa. played
seriously and sincerely by Pans
Peterson, waits tables at night to
support her career as a sculptress
Chip Loven Centerstage photographer

KSJS disc jockey Howard Buzick
plays ’
The tOrmat at KSJS makes it
easy tor liu/ick to play some of
his tasiirite tunes.
"I put in the music I like and
hopefully other people will appreciate w hat I like and go out
and buy it, he said. "I want
people to he able to find out
what they emoy
"ffuia.ird picks out pren
cool music.’ saul Man Loushm,
knowi as -Mad Matt- on Ow
an Ile holds the shut alter Bu /IA ’s "Ile’s fairly new hut
he’s doing a good tub." I.oushin
said
niuch
liu/ is,k di wsn’t at
abinit preparing lust his show In
between elasses each Monday he
pies into the %audits to pick out
the music he wants to play during his shift. Along with his selections. there’s also a regular
rotation of songs that the station
play s plus any’ requests that
come in.
(idling on the at: initially was
relatively easy for Butick.
’I got really lucky. Usually
visit 11.0,* 10 (10 lots and lot% of
1111 ins and osertnghts before
00 get a regular shift. Someone
could not handle their time slot
as well as their classes so I took
11." he explained

This play did not suffer from
the tiny area City Lights functions in. In fact with the seats on
two sides in an I. form. director
tieorge Chastain. Jr. had actors
speak to the diagonal. It was rare
that the audience was confronted
with an actor’s back. an annoyance sometimes in small theaters.

In "Fun," Denny, an adolescent with a punk hair cut and
cut-up jeans, teams up with his
friend Casper. mild, perhaps
simple. for an evening of fun.
1 hey imagine taking a car
through a shopping mall. wrecking the place and eventually
being riddled with policemen’s
bullets.
Their imaginary trouble preludes their fun when Larry, a
drunk onsiderahly older, invites them kir a drive in a red
sports car.
Denny’ and Casper end up
under a bridge where sleep
comes with difficulty in the cold
night air. Energetic, desperate.
tired. Denny thinks the car
wreck is not fun enough. Casper
wonders whether it is fun at all.

Buick didn’t sneak in the
hack way. though. Last semester
It is played on a hare stage
he spent many hours working in
where sets are installed by the
the station’s music library and
stage hand/actors. With the senout in search of sponsors.
sational acting by Blair Petty This semester he’s pushing
john as Denny. Jim Johnson as
even harder to raise funds for
Casper. and Tim King as Larry.
KSJS.
But see the play.. The %uprise ’Fun- successfulfy. contrasts its
"I’m trying to work with a
couple corporations to get ending reseals the best and characters and the i.k.O they
grants.- he said. "We are try ing %Kona 01 vat h chamder And would hehas e
to get the money to build the
booth next door (to the current
studio) in I lugh Gillis
lituick raises his personal
DANCING 8,
funds working with music at the
record store The Wherehouse. It
ENTERTAINMENT
is there he exercises what he
WED THRU SUN
considers his most important
skill. dealing with people.
"What I’m going to be doing
throughi out my entire life is interacting w ith people." Itu/ick
said. "I’m not trying to focus on
THIS WEEK
a career yet because Fm not sure
to
he
going
what
I’m
yet
doing.’
ie Hordv, illork,ng Band in Son line
lie tries not to plan too far
S3
OR 2 FOR I WITH HACK CARD
ahead. "I change my mind
daily .- he said, taking a long
NEXT WEDNESDAY APRIL 17
drag on his milkshake. "Who
knows? Maybe in 20 years I V. ill
EVERY THURSDAY
he the president of the United
ON Illt BIG S(BIEN
I don’t %kain to he, hut
States
9111 FREI DONUTS’
ii s p issible!’
Imo aunt Wrap
HEN

THE
WEDNESDAY SHOWCASE
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BELL RIIGERS

ATWIN PEAKS

-3)
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Homecoming Chair Position Open
Deadline This Friday
Applications in the A.S. Office
Student Union Third Floor
For More Information Contact the:

Director of Personnel
924-6240
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